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Although chaotic behavior in dynamical systems has sometimes (even
by Poincar_ [1]) been viewed with dismay, in many instances chaotic dy-
n_nics Can arid should be regarded as presenting opportunities for un-
derstanding and for predicting over the short term. From the standpoint
of the experimental dynamicist observing ' ,_tc_ behavior of a system pro-
ducing a stream of data in the form of a time series, recent studies have
used chaotic dynamical time series to examine information content [2],
reconstruct multidimensional attractors [3,4], reconstruct vector fields
for the purpose of short term forecasting and noise reduction [5,6,7],
and find unstable periodic motions [8], which according to Poincar4 are
the only generally applicable means for understanding structure in phase
space.
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[_)ISI'FIIBUTION OF THI,C;, DC.)OLJMF-NT IS LlNl,. IMITED
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Our purpose here is to introduce a variation on the theme of short
term forecasting fl'om a chaotic time series. We shc)w that for the lowest-
dimensional chaotic attractors, it is possible to predict incipient catas-
trophes, or crises, by examining time series data taken near the catas-
trophic bifurcation threshold, but always remaining on the safe side of
the threshold.
More specifically, we assume that some dynamical system has been
ob'served and a time series
1
of the dynamical state variable x at times j = 1,2,3,...n has been
recorded, and that this dynamical system has a control parameter #
whose value was fixed at #1 throughout the observation of the above
data. Reconstruction theorems [3] prove that if r_ is large enough, this
single variable time series suffices to generate a complete geometric phase
space portrait of the attractor.
Subsequently, with the control at a new fixed setting/_2, a second time
2 ''
series {z i, j = 1,2,3, ..n} is recorded. This proces s may be repeated
' for several va!,les H-i,i = 1,2,...I of the control. Suppoae for simplicity
that #1 < #2 < ... <'#z. We then .ask the following questions: Under
what circumstances is it possible to infer that a catastrophic change in
dynamical behavior will occur at, some critical threshold value #* slightly
great, er than #z? Can the threshold value #* be estimated from the data
recorded for' #i, i = 1, 2,... I? Our answer is that for dynamical systems
with very simple chaotic attractors, this kind of prediction is indeed
possible. In other' words' chaotic attractors may contain in the record
of their behavior sufficient information to predict dynamic catastrophes,
without disturbing the dynamics and before any consequences of such a
catastrophe can occur.
We consider both a mathematical prototype of chaotic dynamics, the
Hdnon map, and a more familiar nonlinear oscillator, Duffing's equa-




importm:t in manY applica_tions inch:ding structural vibrations [9,10],
breaking of chemical bonds [11], and capsize of ships [12]. The method
we propose will be applicable to systems having chaotic attractors of
lowest possible dimension, that is, slightly greater, than one for discrete
time dynamical systems, We hope that the ideas presented here may
be generalized to higher-dimensional systems, but that will depend in
part on better geometric phase space understanding of the possible types
of:catastrophic bifurcations of chaotic attractors, and in particulaa" the
types of unstable basic set:s which can collide with attractors to trigger
catastrophes [13,14,15] or crises [16].
2. Catastrophes in the Hdnon Map.
The H_non map is defined by the iterat, ion
z.+: = l - az2. + y.
,, (1)
Yn+ : = bxn
of dynamical state variables z and y in a two-dimensional (x, y) phase
space. The parameters a and b are the controls of this dYnamic M sys-
' tem, held at fixed values while equations (1) are iterated from initial
conditions (m0,Y0) to determine the long term behavior. The parameter
b is related to the amount of damping or dissipation in the system, with
,
: b values close to zero corresponding to strong dissipation; the pm'arneter
a may be thought of as a, stress parameter, similar to a forcing axnpli-
rude in a driven system, with greater a values corresponding to increased
forcing or stress. For b = 0, equations (1) always give y.+l = 0 after
the first iteration, so the dynamics are described by the state variable
x. and the one-dimensional map
' 2= z,,+l = 1 - az,,. (2)
-
Equation (2) is an interesting dynamical model in its Own right; qualita-
t,ively similar modes have found applications in population biology [17]




The dynamical behavior of (2)is by now well known [16,17] and
depends in a complicated way on the vMue of the parameter a. Fox'
1 there is 11o stable long term behavior, and x,, --+ '-oo froma < ---$,
1
every initial condition. For 7 < a there is an unstable fixed point at
z* = [-1 - _/(1 + 4a)]/2a; all initial conditions to the left. of x* diverge
to -oo, while for _1 < a < 2 there is an interval of initial conditions
to the right of .v* w.hich lead to stable long term behavior, in the sense
_1 a the stablethat iterates remarks bounded for M1 time. For ¥ < a < i
3 thebehavior is a fixed point; increasing the stress parameter a beyond i,
stable long term behavior' bifurcates by successive period doubling and
becomes chaotic. There are many small intervals of a values for which
the unique stable behavior is periodic, repeating exactly after p iterates.
As a approaches 2 these windows of periodic behavior become narrower,
,
and chaotic dynamics predominate: iterates wander over an interval of
z values, and there is sensitive dependence on initial conditions, so that
nearby initial conditions separate under iteration at an exponential rate.
At a 2, the stress reaches a critical value'and a catastrophe occurs:
: the interval of z values visited by long term iterates (in other words, the
chaotic attractor) touches the unstable fixed point z*. For any a > 2,
chaotic motions can not be sustained, and there is no stable long term
behavior. This loss of stability of the chaotic,attractor which existed for
a < 2 is associated with the attractor touching x* at a = 2, and is an
example of a blue sky cat,s;trophe [14], or boundary crisis [16].
The behavior of equation (2) near a = 2 is illustrated in Figure 1,
where successive iterates are plotted showing xn+l versus zn. Theheavy
dots are 1000 long term iterates computed from (2) after discarding the
first 500 iterates. The dashed curve shows the locus of f(z) = 1 - ax2;
this locus intersects the 45 ° line f(z) = z in two points, the leftmost
being the unstable separator x*, marked by a small circle.
Comparison of the two cases a = 1.95 and a = 1.99 in Figure 1 shows
that the left edge of the _tttractor moves closer to x* as the control
4
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a approaches 2. For the one-dimensional map (2) tile left edge of a
chaotic attractor is the second image of the critical point z = 0,' that is
f(f(0)) = f(1) = 1 - a. (We ignore the small intervals of a va'lues for
which tile attractor is periodic.) It will be convenient to measure the
distance from this point to x* vertically in Figure 1; by this measure the
distance D(a) is
,, D(a) - f(l - a) - x* = I - a(l - a) 2 - [-i - V/([--+ 4a)l/2a (3)
' which is a continuous function of a for a > 0 and goes to zero as a --+ 2.
Because this distance varies smoothly with a, We might use D(a) as
measure of how close the system is to the catastrophe at a = 2. Suppose
for example that the data represented by heavy dots in Figure 1 were ob-
tained from observation of a black box dynamical syste m at' two different
control settings al and a2. In this situation the broken curve represent-
ing f(a:) is not known. Nevert:heless, we observe that the left edge of
the attractor is close to the 45 ° line, or bisectrix, where m.+l = z,.
Furehermore, we note that whatever f(z) may be, it certainly has slope
greater that 1. near the left edge of the attractor; therefore when the ag-
tractor edge reaches the bisectrix, the_ intact point must be an unstable
separator. This implies t.hat a crisis _vill occur, although we cannot in
general say whether the attractor will explode (interior crisis) or lose
stability altogether(boundary crisis). In any case D(a_) and D(a2) ca:_
be estim_ted by extending the attractor locus to the bisectrix (by lin(.ar
. extrapolation, for example) to estimate the location of the unstable sep-
arator z*(al) and z'(a_), Once D(al) and D(a2)are estimated in this
way, it is a simple matter to estimate by extrapolation the critical value
a* for which D(a*) = 0. Thus by exploiting the simple chaotic structure
of the dynamics and asing the fact, that any fixed point must lie on the
bisectrix in an (zn, z,,+l) plot,, we can predict an incipient catastrophe.
In order for this forecasting method to be useful, two remaining ob-
stacles must, be overcome. The first ;':_ that for the H_non map with
b # 0, and for Poinc_:_r_ nlaps of forced oscillators such _s the Duff:ing
L5
oscillator, the distmlce from _ttractor edge to the separator poin.t is no_
. a continuous function of a generic control. Since there are no closed form
expressions for this distance generMizing (3), we shall turn to nuinerical
evidence. In so doing we shall Mso obtain information about the second
obstacle, which is that the unstable separator point may in general not
be a fixed point, but can instead be a periodic point with period p > 1.
The dynamicM behavior of the H6non map for b < 0, and also the
typical behavior of many simple dynamical systems like nonlinear os-
cillators, resembles the quadratic map in many ways. There is period
doubling leading to chaos as the stress parameter a is increased with
b fixed; small windows of a values in the chaotic 'regime can be found
where only periodic attractors exist. And at some threshold a* = a*(b),
the main attractor loses stability, and for a > a*(b) ali orbits diverge to
infinity. (In oscillators, tile system would not diverge but would typicMly
jump to a different attractor representing qualitatively different behav-
ior, as in the familiar jump to resonance [20].) The principal difference
from the quadratic map is that more than one attractor may coexist for
certain values of a < a*(b).
For b < 0 the H6non map has two fixed points
x* = {(b- 1)- x/[(b- 1) 2 zr"4al}/2a (4)
y* = bx*
and
2 = {(b 1) + x/[(b,- 1)2 + 4al}/2a (5)
, _ = b2.
By linearizing the H6non map near (x*,y*), the eigenvectors and eigen-
values, or multipliers, can be computed. One multiplier is greater than
,me, and both are positive, so (z*,y*)is an unstable saddle separator,




first period doubling) unstable with nega_tive multipliers, analogous to
the point in Figure 1 where 1 - ax 2 crosses the bisectrix with negative
slope.
In eases where more t,han one attractor exists, numerical simulations
usuMly show one large chaotic attractor containing (_, _) which attracts
most initial conditions; and periodic or small chaotic attractors with
much smaller basins of attraction. We concentrate attention on this
large attractor, which we call the main attractor, and determine a*(b) by
the !bUowing numerical experiment. First we fix b at b = -0.0001, and
a = 1.5. An orbit is started at (x;,y0) = (x0,bx0) where x0 = g"+ .0001
and iterated 80,000 times. If the result stays to the right of (x*,y*) we
consider that a* has not been reached, increase a to 2.0, and check that
_he resulting orbit diverges within 5.0,000 iterates, We then conduct
a binary search for two a values between 1.5 and 2.0, separated by less
than 10 -5, such that the orbit started ag (x0, y0) remains bounded for the
smaller a and diverges for the larger a. This gives a* = a*(b'= -0.000!).
We then increment b by -0.0001 and search again for a*(b).
i The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2. A point is
plotted at a*(b) for each trial b vah,m, and with a very few exceptions
these dots fall on an arc emerging from b 0,a*(0) = 2. Further
examination shows that as a'--, a*(b), the main chac.tic attractor just
touches thesaddle fixed point (x'y*), and loses stability in a boundary
crisis, or blue sky catastrophe. This holds true for 0 > b > -0.08, where
a*(b) turns a corner in Figure 2.
A second experiment was then performed to measure the distance
from attractor to (x*,y*) for 1.5 < a < a*(b). The results are shown in
" Figure 3. Here the dashed _rc represents the distance D(a) for b = 0
computed from equation (3), again ignoring the small regimes of periodic
attractors; the heavy arcs consist of numerically determined distances
from (x*,y*) to the main att, ractor. These distances were found by
_sing equation (4) for (.r',?/*) _md t,_fl¢ing t,he cl0s(_st iterate (z,,, y,,),
7
1000 < r_ < 6000, On,,., technical detail should be noted:' only iterates
(:_:,,,yn) with y,, > 0 are tested for closenessto (z*,!/*); iter_rtes with
y,, < 0 :ritzy be closer t,o (a,'*,_l*) if a << a,*, but should not be counted
because they correspond to points on the right half of the quadratic map,
and would be very far from (z*,y*) if the y coordinate were rescaled.
Figure 3 shows that the observed distance does go _o zero in every
case except b = -0.09. % exploit the distance rts a predictor, we would
lik_ the heavy arcs in Figure 3 to be free of discontinuities, In fact t,t!ey
are not; two types of discontinuities are apparent. The first type is rare
isolated dots lying above the general trend; this is due to small windows
Of a values where the main chaotic attractor collapses to a stable periodic
orbit. This type of discontinuity occurs even for b _'--0, and would be
'easily recognized in experiments, since the general trends on eit_her side
of su& windows are nearly identical; in real dynamical systems with
parametric noise such discontinuities would be entirely suppressed.
A second kind of discontinuity is an apparent step jump in distance;
caused by a sudden increase in size of the main attractor, t_hat is, an
attractor explosion or interior crisis. For each value b = -0.01, -0.03,
-0.05, and -0,07 one large jump occurs, and any attempt to predict a*
using values of a to the left of this jump would be doomed to failure. This
large jump is caused by an unstable period 3 orbit touctiing the chaotic
attractor to trigger explosion; this explosion occurs along the dashed arc
in Figure 2 emerging froin the period 3 window of the quadratic map
bifurcation diagram at b = 0, a __ 1.75.
Mathematical theory i._uggests that there are in fact infinitely many
additional attractor explosions causing jumps in the distance to (z*, _* ).
But, examination of Figure 3 shows only a very few jumps of much smaller
magnitude. Tiffs suggest;s that in practice prediction of a* is feasible if
only the l_±rge jump can be taken into account, This is indeed possible,





Let us now retm'n to the viewpoint discussed _Ltthe begi,nning, li_.tlrlely
that of a_ experimental dynamicist presented with only time series data
recorded from a black box dynamic_d system; we assume that, rnore thaal.
one time series has been recorded, each ag a different know value of #i
of some control parameter, We emphasize that the dynamicist knows
on.l,v the values of the #i and the corresponding data {x}}, and desires
to estimate the critical value #* > #z at which a catastrophic change in
the attractor will occur.
To apply distance to the unstable saddle as a practical predictor, it
rem_ins to find some means of locating this saddle using only such in-
formation as would be available in an experimental observation, namely
i
a sequence of da, ta {xi} on the attractor. Our strategy is to use # values
near #', where many of .the {al} data correspond to points close to the
unstable saddle. In general, this provides an opportunity to reconstruct
dynamical rules (for example following [5]) and use the reconstructed
rules to estimate the location of the unstable saddle by extrapolation.
Here we choose instead to use an equivalent graphic device based on the
simple structure of the chaotic attractor, and motivated by Figure 1.
,,
To demonstrate this we turn for our example to the forced During
oscillator
2+k_-x+x a =Asinwt (6)
which describes damped, forced oscillations of system in a twin-well po-
tential v(x) = -x'_/2 + x'l/4, This has been invoked as a n, odel for
mechaaaical vibrations of a vertical Euler support colunm loaded past
the buckling point a.nd shaken lateraUy [9]. We consider a region of the
(w, A, k) parameter space where nonlinear resonance produces two coex-
' isting attractors in each potential weil; _his well-known phenomenon (see
e.g. [20]) has recently been shown to play an important role in the escape
from confinement within a generic potential well with smooth potential
1,artier [21}, hl:_ving _ wi(h_ rmlge of _:_pplicat,ions from the brea, king of
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' m01ecuhu' bonds [11] to the cr_psize of ships [12], Typiat_lly in such situ-
t,_ions t',he resonmlt motiorl becomes chaotic just before losing st_.d_illty,
, aald the chaotic attr_ctm; bem's a very strong resemblance to tile _.,ttr_m-
tors of the Hdnon rnttp. It is this destabilization of the resonant chaotic
motion which we aim to forecast,
, ,
Figure 4 shows 100 dat,_, points from each of two time series {x} } m,d
{z_.} computed from equr, tion (6) with k = 0.5, _o= 0.9, trod AI = 0.348
for the first series, ,4= = 0.350 for the second series. The points are
sampled stroboscopically at t = 27rn, n = 1, 2.,, Treating these as dt_a
from a black box dynamical system, we might infer from the slightly
greater range of x values in the second case that it is under somewhat
greater stress than the first case. However, it seems impossible to guess
from this traditional presentation of the data whether the system is near
a critical threshold of catastrophic change.
Figure 5 shows the same time series (extended to 500 points each)
presented as plots of xn+l versus an. Here we see clearly that t,he second
case has a fingertip of the attractor very close io the first bisectrix or
45° line, and we infer that some sort of catastrophe is imminent. In fact ,,
a very small increase in A of less than .0002 causes the attractor to lose
stability, with an ensuing rapid traalsier_t jump to emother attractor, in
this ease the nonresonant periodic motion which oscillates with a much
lesser response amplitude measured from the bottom of the potential
weU.
As an exampl e of forecasting by extrapolation, we consider another
set of parameter ',.'dues, illustrated in Figure 6 showing 500 points on a
resonant motion of equation (6) with k = 0.35, _o = 1, and A = 0.260
__ O _(_) as well as A 0...61 (b). The points are sampled strohoscopicaUy
o , i!md plotted xn+l vs. a_., with the bisectrixat t = 2rm, n = 1,._,,,
drawn, By comparing the two cases, we see that _.mttttrtmtor tip (wi_h
slope > 1)is moving toward the bisectrix near x.+l = z,, __ 0,5, In
e_l,('.h(:_se we est,im_tte by linem' extr_tpoltttion from the tit) to tile point,
1()
L
'where the attract, or will touch the bis(,_ctrix, _nct the distance from that
1 i i i
point to the attractor tit:), Comptu'nlg the (:hstances obtaaned ill {:,he
two. ('.ases, we es_imat,e that 'tflma,t_t_rttct,or will touch blm bisect,rix when
A = ,2618, In fact, numerical experiments.straw the attractor losing
stability between A = ,2616 and A = ,,2617, with un ensuing jump back
to the non-resonant periodic motion,
It happens in this example tlmt A values less than 0,260 are not use-
ful because the attractor undergoes, a substantial explosion in size at
A " 0.2895, As with the H6non map, this explosion is triggered when
the chaotic a_,tractor _ouches an unstable periodic Orbit of period 3,
Thus to forecast the tdtim_te loss of stability correctly, we would need
forewarning of this explosion, This can be achieved by p!otting x.+a
versus z.,as illustrated in Figure 6(c) with A = 0,259, Here we see
the rightmost tip of the attract;or neut' the bisec{rix; by increasing A
we could observe this tip moving closer and just touctfing the bisecgrix
when the attractor explodes.
Note that forecasting does not predict the outcome of the c_tastrophe,
which as just shown might be either un attractor explosion or a complete
_=
loss of Stability, i.e. a, blue sky catastrophe. To further illustrate this
point, Figure 6(d) shows attractor points of equation (6) with ]_= 0.25,
w = 1, and A = 0.192. As in Figure 6(c), the attractor is approaching
the bisectrix plotted z,+a vs. x,. But in this case, upon touching the
implied period 3 unstable orbit, the dmotic attractor will undergo a blue
sky Cttta.strophe, not an explosion as in Figure 6(c). Indeed Figure 6(d)
is a preview of _l catastrophe studied earlier in [23].
Finally, we note that the simple graphical device of Figures 5 _md 6
works bec_mse the attr_:mtor has a simple, thin sha,pe. which is well ap-
proximated by a curve clue to the.extreme COml)ression of fr_tctal layers,
In more gener_l systems, this graphical device might not be applicable,
: but the underlying principle would still be w_lid: _t chaotic ttttr,_ctor
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representing instability, and t,he distance fro,u attractor t,(, sl.nglllarity
can be estimated from tile information contained in t,hc dat;a, observa, ble
from dynamics on the a_trtmt,.or. '
4. Conclusions.
To summarize, we Have shown that ii: is possible in.simple dynamical
systems topredi.dt an incipient catastrophic change in dynamical behav-
iowusing only observed experimental data taken before the catastrophe.
The prediction does not specify what form the post-cat_mtrophe behav-
ior will take. Also it is useful to know the period of the unstable motion
suspectedof triggeringthe catastrophe;in our examples,the period
was either I or 3. Mathematical theory suggests that this forecasting
procedure might be disrupted by numerous attractor explosions, but in
practice these disruptions can to a first approximation be ignored, at
least for the H4non map attractor which is the most commonly observed,
chaotic attractor in simple dynamical systems. Thus the record of in-. i
formation observable from a chaotic dynamical system may be sufficient
to forecast catastrophe,
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LIST OF FIGURES
2 for tlle two values of1. Iterates of the quadr_ttic map xn-_.l = 1 -ax n
the parameter a approaching catastrophe at a = 2.
2. Numerical determination of catastrophe values a*(b) for the H_non
map; just above the {a,b) chart is a bifurcation diagram of the quadra-
tic map for 1.7 < a _<__2.
3. aDistance from main attractor of the Hdnon map to saddle separator
(x*, y*) determined by numerical experiment.
4. Time series data. obtained by solving the twin-well Duffing equation
(6) with k = 0.5 and sampling stroboscopically in phase with the
sinusoidal forcing at t = 2frn, n = 1,2,... 100 with (a) A1 = 0.348
and (b) A2 = 0.350.
5. The same data as Figure 4, extended to 500 data points, and plotted
xr,+1 versus x,, showing incipient catastrophe at A2 = 0.350.
6. Chaotic attractors of the twin-well Duffing oscillator near catastrophe,
plotted Xn+l versus Xn for (a) A 0.260, k 0.35, (b) A = 0.261,
k= 0.35, and plotted zn+a versus x, for (c) A = 0.259, k = 0.35 and
(d) A = 0.192, k = 0.25.
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